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ABSTRACT
We present a tutorial focusing on video retrieval tasks, where state-
of-the-art deep learning approaches still benefit from interactive
decisions of users. The tutorial covers general introduction to the
interactive video retrieval research area, state-of-the-art video re-
trieval systems, evaluation campaigns and recently observed results.
Moreover, a significant part of the tutorial is dedicated to a practical
exercise with three selected state-of-the-art systems in the form
of an interactive video retrieval competition. Participants of this
tutorial will gain a practical experience and also a general insight of
the interactive video retrieval topic, which is a good start to focus
their research on unsolved challenges in this area.
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1 MOTIVATION FOR THE TOPIC
With the rise of available large annotated collections (e.g., Ima-
geNet [2]) and computation resources (e.g., over 125 TFLOPS per
second for deep learning with NVIDIA Volta1), new machine learn-
ing models gradually increase precision of automatic annotation
tasks. Yet, many video retrieval scenarios focusing on recall re-
main challenging, as evident from recent TRECVID [1] and Video
Browser Showdown (VBS) [6, 7] publications. Let us note that tasks
focusing on recall remain challenging also in related domains and
competitions, for example at the Lifelog Search Challenge [4].
1https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/data-center/volta-gpu-architecture
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One of the reasons for this problem is clearly the discrepancy
between the search intent of a user and the provided search features
of a video retrieval tool. For example, consider the situation when
a user needs to find videos showing some ‘suspicious activities’.
How would they formulate this search intent as a text query? Such
browsing-type of queries are only possible with interactive search
tools that provide a combination of automatic retrieval and inter-
active search. Moreover, consider the fuzzy but also quite specific
query “Find the situation of a person sitting in a car, with the steering
wheel visible, for the moment when the car starts moving.” – a similar
query was part of the VBS2019 competition. Such a query can be
accurately solved with an interactive video retrieval tool, while
a typical text-based retrieval engine with state-of-the-art concept
detection would still face problems with many false hits. In many
real life scenarios we even have more troubles translating our –
sometimes very specific but also personal – memories of a scene or
a moment to the provided semantic concepts of a textual retrieval
engine.
This tutorial is based on a tutorial at ACMMM 2018 title “Where
is the user in the age of deep learning?” [13], which has been
presented to an engaged group of 50-60 people in Seoul, Korea, in
October 2018. However, the current version of this tutorial has been
extended by an interactive section that lets users experience the
setting of interactive video retrieval benchmarks. The most recent
results from the Video Browser Showdown 2019 are included too.
2 COURSE DESCRIPTION
The tutorial is planned as a half-day event divided into four parts.
After a general introduction to the topic and three selected existing
systems, the second part is planned as an entertaining interactive
video retrieval competition organized for tutorial participants. Once
participants gain a direct experience with three video retrieval
systems and tasks, the tutorial participants will get an overview of
interactive multimedia evaluation campaigns and observed results
from recent events.
2.1 Interactive video retrieval
The first part of the tutorial presents an overview of challenging
video retrieval tasks andmotivates for interactive means of retrieval.
Different approaches to integrate users into the search process are
discussed in connection with popular deep learning approaches
providing effective ranking of searched scenes. More specifically,
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the following three state-of-the-art tools are considered for the
tutorial:
• VIRET [8, 9] is a frame-based multi-modal video retrieval
system developed at Charles University, Czech Republic.
VIRET regularly (and successfully) participates at interna-
tional interactive multimedia retrieval campaigns. The sys-
tem enables specification of multi-modal temporal queries
targeting a sequence of (different) frames. The results are
presented as representative frames and video summaries,
with an option to quickly inspect temporal context of each
displayed frame. The system employs deep convolutional
neural networks (currently NasNet [15]) for automatic frame
annotation, face/text bounding box detection and embedding
of frames to a vector representation.
• vitrivr [10, 11] is a content-based multimedia retrieval stack
developed at University of Basel, Switzerland. The system
supports several query- and media types and successfully
participated at VBS for several years. It has served as a plat-
form for experimentation with various retrieval approaches,
feature representations as well as query formulation and
result presentation strategies. Its most recent addition is a
semantic-sketch query mode, which enables users to intu-
itively describe a scene both spatially as well as semantically.
• diveXplore [14] is a distributed interactive video exploration
system developed at Klagenfurt University, Austria. The
system provides a set of components enabling interactive
video retrieval for different types of tasks and search scenar-
ios. Characteristic diveExplore functionalities are interactive
browsing in pre-computed feature maps and support for col-
laborative retrieval. The good performance of the system
at the Video Browser Showdown and Lifelog Search Chal-
lenge demonstrates that interactive browsing is a competi-
tive search strategy with respect to query-oriented systems.
2.2 Live evaluation
The second part of the tutorial is intended as a practical exercise in
the form of a lightweight installment of the Video Browser Show-
down competition [6, 7] for the tutorial participants. Following the
success of novice user sessions from the Video Browser Showdown,
we believe that the participants quickly gain an experience with
the topic, tools, tasks and related problems. The tools can be also
used to demonstrate the practical effectiveness of involving deep
learning approaches. After a closer introduction of the tools by the
organizers, two types of tasks are planned for the participants –
visual known-item search and ad-hoc search tasks. Visual known-
item search tasks will be presented on a data projector by playing
the searched scene in the loop, while ad-hoc search tasks will be
presented as a short textual description. The actual score of the
participants will be shown on the VBS server.
2.3 Evaluation campaigns
The third part will provide an overview of existing evaluation cam-
paigns, such as the VBS [6, 7], the LSC [3] or TRECVID [1], outline
their tasks, goals, commonalities and differences and discuss their
evaluation strategies. The choice of evaluation strategies is not only
influenced by aspects such as repeatability and the reuse of assess-
ments, but also impacted by the setting of the evaluation campaign,
i.e., whether the competition is live in front of the audience (as e.g.
in VBS) or an offline process (as e.g. in TRECVID). The history of
selected evaluation campaigns is briefly described, and examples
of tasks from TRECVID, VBS and LSC are reviewed, in order to
illustrate specific evaluation goals and task settings.
Task design also addresses the question who performs the task.
While it is usually the developers of the teams who participate in
evaluation campaigns, “novice” sessions, in which members of the
audience use the tools, provide valuable insights into the complexity
and usability of the tools. In many application areas, tools are likely
to be used by domain experts rather than retrieval experts, thus
this condition models real situations.
This part will also discuss the datasets [5, 12] currently used
for these campaigns. It will discuss the selection and preparation
of large-scale datasets and methods of generating ground truth.
The aspects of dataset generation are put in relation to task types,
e.g., concerning the effort for creating ground truth, covering the
complete dataset and the reusability of annotations in other settings.
2.4 Recent results and future directions
The last part of the tutorial focuses on observed results at the Video
Browser Showdown [6, 7] and Lifelog Search Challenge [3]. For
both competitions, we present evaluated tasks, metrics, scoring
and constraints. We discuss recent successful information retrieval
trends observed at the competitions and their impact on the settings
of evaluated tasks. For example, the Video Browser Showdown 2019
has revealed that state-of-the-art AVS and OCR models are already
very efficient and effective for the current settings of visual known-
item search tasks. Hence, the task presentation could be changed
towards a more realistic setting. We also report our log analysis
and show that many teams have found the searched item but did
not register it on the display. Hence, result presentation is essential
for efficient retrieval and browsing. We conclude that there is still
no clear dominant search strategy for the considered types of tasks.
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